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Republicans Obstruct Women’s Health Investments
Important Healthcare Investments Eliminated from Budget
MADISON - Statement from Sara Finger, Executive Director of the Wisconsin Alliance for Women’s
Health (WAWH):
“GOP leaders approved a woefully insufficient budget and blocked healthcare investments we
deserve and need. The Republican approved budget fails to fully expand Medicaid, and prevents our
state from attracting $160 million a year in federal funds which could be invested in maternal and
child health, mental health, and education.
“70% of Wisconsinites in a recent poll support Medicaid expansion, yet the vast majority of GOP
legislators oppose it, and pushed through a budget that removed full expansion and left hundreds
of millions of dollars on the table. This is what extreme gerrymandering looks like, and the will of
the people will continue to be obstructed until Wisconsin solves our gerrymandering problem.
“Republicans leaders have once again played politics to score political points with their funders and
base and have stripped our communities from the opportunities outlined by Governor Evers in his
refreshing budget.
“State budgets are moral documents that offer a powerful reflection of our leaders’ collective
priorities. We are grateful to Governor Evers for putting forth his positive policy vision for women’s
wellbeing in his bold budget proposal. His budget priorities reflected the values and needs of
Wisconsin women and families after eight long years of blatant disregard for the public’s health and
economic security. We understand why the Governor is accepting this budget, but since healthcare
polices needed by women in girls were largely cut out and he must work with us to find ways to
support and move these policies forward.
“We remain committed to working the Evers Administration and champions in the Capitol to
advance our shared policy vision outside of the budget process. Wisconsin women deserve to be
heard and we won’t stop holding our leaders accountable for their failures to invest in our health,
safety and economic security.”
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